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Previous work comparing the developmental mechanisms involved in digit
reduction in horses with other mammals reported that horses have only a
‘single digit’, with two flanking metapodials identified as remnants of digit
II and IV. Here we show that early Equus embryos go through a stage with
five digit condensations, and that the flanking splint metapodials result from
fusions of the two anterior digits I and II and the two posterior digits IV and
V, in a striking parallel between ontogeny and phylogeny. Given that even
this most extreme case of digit reduction exhibits primary pentadactyly, we
re-examined the initial stages of digit condensation of all digit-reduced
tetrapods where data are available and found that in all cases, five or four
digits initiate (four with digit I missing). The persistent pentadactyl initiation
in the horse and other digit-reducedmodern taxa underscores a durable devel-
opmental stability at the initiation of digits. The digit evodevomodelmay help
illuminate the biological circumstances under which organ systems become
highly stabilized versus highly plastic.
1. Introduction
Evolution of the modern horse limb, and in particular reduction of the number of
toes during the evolution of the horse lineage, is one of the most iconic evolution-
ary transitional stories documented in the fossil record. Recent phylogenies and
fossil analyses concur with older hypotheses that modern horses arose from a
pentadactyl ancestor with intermediate descendants that have reduced numbers
of digits [1–5] (figure 1b). Modern monodactyl horses are called single-toed
because they possess an enlarged central digit III with a thick metapodial
called the cannon bone and three smaller distal phalanges that complete the
main digit in both their forelimb (FL) and hindlimb (HL). Alongside, the proximal
end of the large adult metapodial III lay two very small ‘splint’ metapodials,
identified as remnants of metapodials MII and MIV. Cooper et al. [7] report that
at about 34 dpc (days post coitus), the central digit of the modern horse, Equus
caballus, is already relatively large and apoptosis is carving away the distal end
of the two splint metapodials proximally. The authors recognized that the
horse embryos in their comparisons were slightly older than the stage at which
digit condensations initially form, likely due to very limited accessibility of
early horse embryos for research. Nevertheless, this limited data on horse embry-
ology suggested that horses only ever form three digit remnants during their
development and became an important cornerstone of the general view of the
evolutionary developmental biology of digits [8–10]. By contrast, a recent
palaeontology paper proposed a novel hypothesis, based on bone articulations
and ridges in fossil horses and vasculature in late foetal horses, that the identities
of all five ancestral digits might be preserved in the metacarpal anatomy of the
modern horse adult FL [6], but direct evidence was lacking. This same study
also proposed that the horse ‘frog’ (distal hoof cartilage) is a distal remnant of
all five digit condensations, although embryological evidence was again lacking.
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Figure 1. (a) Illustration of arrangement and relative sizes of pre-cartilaginous condensations in developing Equus FL and HL digits based on reconstructions of
histological sections of 30–35 dpc embryos from this study. (b) Fossil transition series of adult horse FL digits (isometrically scaled) showing the sequence of
reduction of anterior and posterior digits and increasing dominance of central digit III. (i) Phenacodus (AMNH 4369), (ii) Hyracotherium (AMNH 4832), (iii) Meso-
hippus (AMNH 39480 and AMNH 1477), (iv) Hypohippus (AMNH 9407), (v) Hipparion (AMNH 109625), (vi) Dinohippus (AMNH 17224). Illustration from Solounias
et al. [6]. (Online version in colour.)
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Here, we examine histologically younger horse embryos to
directly document the process of digit condensation in horses
and thereby test among these conflicting hypotheses.
2. Horse digit genesis
To assess early digit development in the modern horse, several
embryonic limbs from horses of estimated ages of 29–35 dpc
were paraffin-embedded, serially transverse-sectioned across the
distal limb, stained with haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) to high-
light condensing cells, and digitally imaged. The sections span
the developmental period from the initial flattening of the early
autopod tissue prior to digit condensation (Embryo 5; figure 3),
through initial condensation (Embryos 3 and 4) to early stages
of post-patterning growth and differentiation (Embryos 1 and 2).
Both FL and HL were sectioned in Embryos 1–4 and HL only
in Embryo 5. Individual rods of condensing cells could be
tracked through the proximo-distal direction in sequential
sections, extending from the forming carpal–metacarpal joint to
approximately 200 µm below the distal tip.

(a) Forelimbs
Starting with the oldest embryos in this series, transverse
sections through the FL of an estimated Carnegie Stage 16
(CS16) horse specimens (Embryos 1 and 2) showed a single cen-
tral digit in distal-most sections (figure 2d,h). In more proximal
sections of the same limb, five separatedigit condensationswere
observed in the wider mid-autopod sections (figures 1a and 2b,
g). Even more proximally, the two anterior and two posterior
digit condensations in these embryos are observed fusing (i.e.
the merging of DIwith DII, and DIVwith DV), clearly showing
that cell lineages from all five metacarpals persist in the older
horse FL and that DI and DV are not absent or solely carved
away as previously thought, but rather they also fuse at this
stage (figure 2a,b,e,f,i,j; electronic supplementary material,
figures S1 and S3). This observation is in agreement with the
recent palaeontological hypothesis that remnants of all five
digits persist in adult Equus metacarpals [6]. More proximally,
all condensations join at the carpal–metacarpal joint and are
hard to distinguish (electronic supplementary material, figures
S1 and S3). At the section level at which all five digits are obser-
vable, the central DIII is approximately double the diameter of
the side digits, which are all of similar diameter (figure 2b,c,g).
At this section level, the central digit is also more developmen-
tally advanced than the anterior and posterior digits, having
more neatly organized and layered cells with increased extra-
cellular matrix (ECM). Although Embryos 1 and 2 were
documented from the supplier as the same age, we scored
Embryo 1 as slightly more advanced because the central digit
had a more organized cartilage cell structure, the ventral
flexor tendon condensation was more developed, and, interest-
ingly, the embryo’s limb showed apparent loss of distal portions
of DI and DII (figure 2b,c compared with g; electronic sup-
plementary material, figures S1 and S3), as might happen if
distal apoptosis had begun (as in [7]).

An examination of younger horse FL (Embryos 3 and 4)
shows that the digits initiate in the posterior-to-anterior
sequence common to all amniotes (figure 2n shows IV, III). At
initiation of the digits, the condensations begin at similar sizes,
although the dynamic nature of patterning at this stage begs
further detail from additional specimens. Clearly, the central
toe only emerges as dominant as a consequence of accelerated
growth, development and later apoptosis relative to the other
digits after the initiation of the five digit condensations
(figure 2n,j,g,c).

(b) Hind limbs
HLs were examined from these same embryos. Compared
with FL development in the same embryo, HL-DIII was
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Figure 2. Transverse sections of embryonic horse FL autopods of approximate ages dpc 35 (Embryos 1 and 2), dpc 31–34 (Embryos 3 and 4). Proximal sections are
taken from the carpo-metacarpal joint. Mid1 and mid2 sections are taken where the most condensations are most apparent to illustrate separate digits or obvious
fusions. Distal sections are taken where the enlarged digit III, if present, is solely visible in the section. Posterior is to the left in each section and dorsal is top. All
sections are stained with H&E. (Online version in colour.)
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relatively smaller and relatively developmentally advanced at
the same stage (figure 3b,c). In the oldest embryos, the anterior
and posterior digits of the HL were not fully separated distally
as seen in the FL but rather had already fused into a more A-P
elongated condensation that still appeared to maintain two
distinct cell populations (figure 3b,c). In the HL, the conden-
sations for digits IV and III were the first to appear, followed
by those for II, V and I (figure 3b,c,k,o).

No evidence of any mesenchymal anomalies or distal
remnant condensations was observed in the FL or HL that
might account for digit cartilages contributing to the hoof
elements (the frog), as hypothesized in Solounias et al. [6]
(electronic supplementary material, figures S1–S9).
3. Ontogeny and phylogeny of horse digits
We found that embryonic horse limbs develop five digit
condensations that persist into later developmental stages
through fusion of cell populations within days after initiation.
Thus, even the highly modified monodactyl Equus FLmaintain
an ontogenetic reflection of their pentadactyl ancestors
and followa sequence of development similar to the iconic evol-
utionary transitions in the horse lineage. For example, adult
FL skeletons in the fossil horse lineage include the most ances-
tral pentadactyl Phenacodus and tetradactyl Protorohippus
(Hyracotherium) as well as more derived tridactyl Mesohippus
and Hypohippus with more reduced, closely articulated and/or
fused lateral digits, and the most recent, most extreme modern
form, the ‘monodactyl’ Equus with two splint metacarpals
[2,3,6] (figure 1b). Similarly, the ontogenetic series of Equus FL
digits also reflects these transitional sequences from pentadac-
tyly to tridactyly with a dominant central digit, here occurring
over a short period of approximately 4–5 days of development.
Shortly after the appearance of the flattened early autopod
paddle, five digit condensations form that are initially similar-
sized, similar to Phenacodus and Hyracotherion. Slightly later,
the central digit III becomes larger and extends further distally,
while digits I and II fuse, and digits IV and V fuse, into the
anterior and posterior metapodials, respectively, flanking the
dominant central digit III. Slightly later in development, the
distal growth of the splint metapodials is arrested while
the central toe continues to grow larger, similar to the digit anat-
omy of e.g. Protohippus andHipparion [3,6] (figure 1a). Francioli
et al. [11] showedacleared-and-stained 60dpc horse fetuswhich
clearly has an ossifying dominant central digit and highly
reduced splint metapodials, likely to be close to the final adult
proportions given that the hoofs are already forming, and
thus providing a bound for ontogenetic timing from initial
condensation to fully adult proportioned in 30 days or fewer.

A further parallel between evolutionary and develop-
mental timing is seen in the comparison of the FL and HL
of modern horses and their ancestors. In the fossil horse
series, the HL experiences lateral digit fusion and the ‘loss’
of digits ahead of the FL, e.g. the fossil species Mesohippus
and Protorohippus have four digits or splints in the FL and
only three in the HL [3,4]. In one of our Equus embryos
(Embryo 1), the HL lateral digits are fully fused while the
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Figure 3. Transverse sections of embryonic horse HL autopods of approximate ages dpc 35 (Embryos 1 and 2), dpc 31–34 (Embryos 3 and 4) and dpc 29.5
(Embryo 5). Proximal sections are taken from the carpo-metacarpal joint. Mid1 and mid2 sections are taken where the most condensations are most apparent
to illustrate separate digits or obvious fusions, but are not necessarily spaced equally or matched precisely with other sections. Distal sections are taken where
the enlarged digit III, if present, is solely visible in the section. Posterior is to the left in each section and dorsal is top. All sections are stained with H&E,
except Embryo 2 sections are stained with eosin and Alcian Blue to show that condensations are pre-cartilaginous. (Online version in colour.)
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FL digits remain distally separated (figures 1 and 2b,f ). Inde-
pendent evolution of the developmental timing of the FL and
HL has been documented in other mammals [7,12–15]. Here
it appears to mirror the FL and HL differences in the fossil
sequences of horse digit evolution.

The persistence of pentadactyly even in this most extreme
and high profile example of digit reduction in modern species
led us to seek clarification regarding the developmental
status of other digit-reduced taxa where embryonic digit
development had been examined.
4. Developmental stabilization of tetrapod digit
number

A substantial body of literature in evolutionary developmental
biology has focused on the question of what developmental
processes are involved in regulating the diversity in the
number of digits in tetrapods,with several recentmajor reviews
on this subject [8–10]. Here, all published observations on early
developmental stages in tetrapods with functional digits were
re-examined to clarify the number of digits present at the
initiation stages of autopod development. One possible source
of confusion in the literature is incorrectly equating the term
digit, which in modern tetrapods refers to only the phalanges,
with digit ray, which consists of both metapodial elements and
phalanges. Ancestrally in tetrapod evolution and in some
aquatic tetrapods, metapodials are indistinguishable from the
graded sequence of phalanges in a givendigit; only later in evol-
ution do metapodials typically become a separate variational
module [16]. Since no phalanges ever develop in naturewithout
a proximal metapodial, then anatomically, developmentally
and evolutionarily the number of metapodials initiating
should simply reflect the number of digits initiating. With this
perspective, our re-examination of digit-reduced tetrapods
found that there are always five or four digits initiated at this
patterning stage (table 1). If there are only four digits present,
it is always digit I that ismissing in amniotes (and, interestingly,



Table 1. Observations of Digits I–V metapodial initiation in embryonic forelimbs and hindlimbs of diverse (mostly) digit-reduced tetrapods. Observation codes:
Stage 0 = not observed; Stage 1 = Sox9 expression; Stage 2 = Alcian/cartilage; Stage 3 = Alizarin/bone. ‘Number of digits’ refers to the commonly reported
number of adult digits (usually the large ones with phalanges).

species ‘number of digits’ forelimb (I–V) hindlimb (I–V) reference

mouse 5/5 3,3,3,3,3 3,3,3,3,3 [7,17]

3-toed jerboa 5/3 3,3,3,3,3 2,3,3,3,2 [7]

5-toed jerboa 5/5 3,3,3,3,3 3,3,3,3,3 [7]

camel 2/2 0,1,3,3,1 0,1,3,3,1 [7]

pig 2/2 0,3,3,3,3 0,3,3,3,3 [7,18]

horse 1/1 2,3,3,3,2 2,3,3,3,2 [7]; this study*

cow 2/2 0,1,3,3,1 0,1,3,3,1 [17]

skink H. initialis 5/5 3,3,3,3,3 3,3,3,3,3 [19]

skink H. peronii 4/4 0,3,3,3,3 0,3,3,3,3 [19]

skink H. peronii 3/3 0,3,3,3,3 0,3,3,3,3 [19]

skink H quadrilin. 2/2 0,3,3,3,3 0,3,3,3,3 [19]

crocodile 5/5 3,3,3,3,3 3,3,3,3,2 [20]

Mauremys turtle 5/5 3,3,3,3,3 3,3,3,3,3 [21]

emu 1/3 0,2,3,2,2 2,3,3,3,2 [20]

ostrich 3/2 2,3,3,3,2 2,2,3,3,2 [20]

chicken 3/4 1,3,3,3,2 3,3,3,3,2 [20]

Barbary dove 3/4 0,3,3,3,2 3,3,3,3,2 [20]

zebra finch 3/4 0,3,3,3,2 3,3,3,3,2 [20]

Plethodon salamander 4/5 3,3,3,3,0 3,3,3,3,3 [22]
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it is digit V that is first missing in digit-reduced salamanders
with ‘reversed’ sequence of initiation, both in nature [22] and
in experiments [23]). In later stages of digit development in
amniotes (post-patterning), numerous mechanisms are
employed to diversify digit features: growth can be arrested,
elements fused or tissue carved away by apoptosis, combined
with allometric changes among digits and/or positional
changes of proximal elements (e.g. [7–10,17,24–27]. Thus,
while digit reduction is a ‘repeated theme in tetrapodevolution,’
the number of digits at initiation is remarkably conserved and
evolutionary changes in later digit development explain most
of the diversity of digit patterns [10,28].

The ‘patterning-type’digit reduction described in the litera-
ture, which refers to changes in the Shh-mediated pathway and
associated variation in paddlewidth of the autopod, is thus not
likely affecting the initiation of 4 or 5 digit condensations in
nature, in contrast with assumptions in current and frequently
cited models of this system [29–31] and a large number of
experimental manipulations correlating digit number with
Shh-mediated autopod width [30–32]. The current paradigm
of digit number regulation by patterning mechanisms has
been interpreted and used to model evolution in the light of
experiments in which changes to the width of the limb bud,
driven by experimentalmodification of early autopod develop-
mental networks, leads to reduced numbers of digits (reviews
in [9,10,19,30,32]). Certainly developmental regulatory differ-
ences in the lab can phenocopy digit-reduced species in
nature, e.g. Gli1 expression in cow and pig [17,18]. Yet, in
both of these examples, expression of Sox9, an early marker
of digit initiation, suggests that four or five digits initiate;
Sox9 marks four digits of the two-toed, three-toed and four-
toed skinks [19], four digits in cow [17] and five digits in the
pig [18]. If ‘patterning’ refers to initiating the positions of
digit condensations in the early autopod, we do not see evi-
dence of morphological or genetic markers (such as Sox9) in
nature that distinguishes those taxa said to reduce digits by
patterning processes versus those that reduce digits by post-
patterning processes, with exception of digit I, which is
known to form in a slightly different manner from other
digits and usually last [27,33]. This conservation at the
initiation stages contrasts with the evolutionary diversity in
the later-acting developmental mechanisms shaping digit mor-
phology [7,17] and described as ‘post-patterning’ types of digit
reduction [8,10]. The data support the hypothesis of ‘construc-
tion then deconstruction’ as a rule [34], that is, changes in
post-patterning, rather than patterning mechanisms are far
more universal in the evolution of tetrapod digit number
than currently acknowledged.
5. Conclusion
Here we find that in all cases where embryonic anatomy has
been evaluated during early autopod formation in amniotes,
the initial number of digits that condense is either 5 or 4, and if
the number is 4, it is digit I that is lost. In the extreme case of
the monodactyl modern horse, we have shown that five digit
condensations form in the embryonic Equus limb, and their sub-
sequent reduction follows a striking parallel with evolution in
the famous fossil transition series in the horse lineage.

In evolutionary discussions of tetrapod digit number, the
‘constraint’ of five maximum digits in modern taxa has been
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long recognized [34]. Notable exceptions to this constraint are
the Devonian stem-tetrapods Ichthyostega and Acanthostega
[35]. When the unusual presence of six digits in some
modern taxa has been analysed, they are inevitably shown
to be formed via convoluted developmental solutions, such
as wrist bone modifications, that seem to win out over sim-
pler modification of autopod patterning pathways, e.g. the
panda’s and mole’s extra thumb [36–38]. As such, it appears
that in amniote tetrapods, there is both a developmentally
favoured maximum (5) and a developmentally favoured
minimum number of early digit condensations, which is
either five or four with digit I missing. Careful scrutiny is
warranted to determine whether digit I initiation is truly
missing in species in which only four digit condensations
are thus far reported. The critical embryonic stage at which
digit initiation occurs is brief but predictable. Probably
because of the difficulty in obtaining substantial numbers
of staged embryos for diverse digit-reduced taxa, this obser-
vation of a ‘digit minimum’ has been overlooked despite its
potential significance as a constraint for the vast array of
models of patterning in the limb and digits. Going forward,
the conserved nature of tetrapod digit initiation urges further
evaluation of the developmental and evolutionary processes
acting to stabilize this embryonic stage.
6. Methods
Horse embryos were obtained from mares that were bred via
artificial insemination within 48 h before documented ovulation
at North Carolina State University. Several embryonic limbs
from horses of estimated ages of 29–35 dpc were fixed, dehy-
drated, paraffin-embedded, serially transverse-sectioned across
the distal limb, stained with H&E and digitally imaged. The sec-
tions span the developmental period from the initial flattening of
the early autopod tissue prior to digit condensation (Embryo 5;
figure 2), through initial condensation (Embryos 3 and 4) to
early stages of post-patterning growth and differentiation
(Embryos 1 and 2). Both FL and HLs were sectioned in Embryos
1–4 (HL only in Embryo 5). In all samples, H&E stain highlighted
the condensing cells in the initiating digits by a darker stain of
presumably increased cell density and ECM in the centre of
the mesenchymal tissue. To confirm that the darker coloured
staining in the sections indicated condensing cartilaginous
cells, we stained one limb series with Alcian Blue and eosin,
and indeed the Alcian Blue stain consistently marked the regions
of suspected condensing cells (figure 2m–p).
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